PRODUCT PRICE REDUCTION

BLUE FORCE GEAR® PASSES PRICE SAVINGS TO CUSTOMERS®
Blue Force Gear passes savings generated from production automation and volume
efficiencies to customers with a substantial price reduction.
MARCO Green, Red & Blue are now $49.95 per unit
MARCO IR is now $99.99 per unit (only available to Military/Law Enforcement)
Envisioned after many wasted hours of prepping traditional 4” and 6" marking lights, the
MARCO™ Marking Light Dispenser is an incredibly efficient and compact way to carry
marking sticks for room clearing and many other applications. With the MARCO
dispenser, users can save critical time during preparation during pre-mission tasks by
not having to unwrap, tape and bundle chem sticks.
The dispensers design makes it simple for users – simply open the Mylar package with
the pre-loaded dispenser, insert the MARCO dispenser inside of the belt or MOLLE
holster and proceed with the mission. The design prevents the accidental activation of a
chem stick, which can cause unwanted light.
The 2” marking light sticks put out the same light under night vision devices as taped up
4” or 6" marking sticks and is designed to prevent accidental breaks and glow. The
MARCO holds 30 - 2" light stick that give roughly the same lumen output as a taped up
4" traditional chem stick in a package smaller than a standard M4 STANAG mag.
Find technical specs and see a video demonstration of Blue Force Gear’s MARCO
Dispenser online at www.blueforcegear.com/MARCO
About Blue Force Gear:
Blue Force Gear designs the best weapon slings and leads the lightweight equipment
revolution with its Ten-Speed® multi-use pouches. They also reinvented MOLLE to be the
world’s lightest with their Helium Whisper® pouch attachment system and highperformance laminate, ULTRAcomp™. Unrivaled innovation and attention to detail set
Blue Force Gear apart from others in the tactical equipment industry.
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